Extracardiac findings on cardiac computed tomography: a radiologist's perspective.
There has been debate in the cardiology literature as to how to handle unexpected noncardiac findings on cardiac computed tomography examinations. From the perspective of a radiologist, all structures on the presented images should be assessed. The interpreter needs to carefully window the findings down to potentially important ones. Then the question becomes what to do next. Cardiologists who take primary responsibility for cardiac computed tomography examinations must be able to recognize noncardiac findings that require immediate action. Although infrequent, their clinical impact can be substantial. False-positive results will occur; minimizing these depends on knowledge of common trivial findings, normal variants, and customary workup and follow-up recommendations. This implies experience in interpreting structures outside the heart. Therefore, help from an experienced and decisive radiologist should maximize sensitivity for significant lesions while minimizing the number of false-positive diagnoses.